


The Book of Mystic Wisdom 
as told by PhiCpop the Weary, 

magician to tfie court of his most 
sovereign Lord British. 

All magic is accomplishedBy the use cf means Both 
Human and of nature, for true magic is But the melding of 
Human wU( and natural force. WitHout tHe Human voice to 
utter tHe cHant, no sped may Be cast. Yet without the proper 
natural catalyst, no spell may Be effective Thus magic is 
twofold, a Balance struck Between not-yr- - ' 

as Reagents, that lend power to the 



Burning — that is, in the use. of the ashen residue of 
sulphur that has Been Burned in a crutihkfashioned from 
the skd! of a Bahon. Sulphurous Ash is not an 
uncommon substance, having Been a staple of the 
Wizard's profession through the ages. It may Be 

and is useful in the casting ofEnergy Fields and 
Magic Missiles, as wed as in spells requiring a quick Burst 
cf light or a sustained glow. 

the Ginseng plant is immediately recognizable for its 
forked shape, and to those initiated in the mystic ways, By 

centuries By peasants who chew it or Brew tea from a 



component in the casting of spells is generally Slack in 
colour and found only on the slopes of tfie northern 

that sells magical goods, and is most useful in spells 
fa heating or narcotic nature, such as Cure or 

6ardc — Even the most common cf nature's 
^sUomf^pkHavemagiaUpropeniaas 

can Be witnessed By the power cf Garlic. This pungent 
BidB is found in every garden in the lands of Britannia, 
and no stew or roast would Be complete without its sharp 
flavor. Its aromatic nature makes Garlic a powerful 
reagent in the casting cf magical spells, and it is usedin 
allspells f the wanting variety/ — Be they the warding off 
of common and magical sickness or the repelling f Beings 





the casting of spdb. An oddity to those 

‘c- —r c—2£. The magic of 
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arts Has become refined, the Mandrake has ad but 
vanished from thefixe cf the land we now cad Britannia. 

hardly even soldprivately ifjound. Many of our 
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other conventional form of travel is ofsufficient prompt¬ 
ness for the situation. Magical means of travel must then 
he used, of which the Blink spell is the 

The components needed for the casting of a Blink spell 
are Spider Silk and Blood Moss. The binding powers cf 
the Spider Silk prevent the essence of the travellers from 









|i mUHiJI —0ne sta^ °f ^ wimr^'s 

mentis one of moderate^ diffkuityfar more exhausting 

employed to prevent the forces from reassemBUng at the 

the spell, speed Backwards the colour of the type cf 





Snergv Field — There are jour types of 
Energy Fields known to the practitioner of the 

through an Energy Field will run the risk of either jailing 
asleep or being poisoned in the case of the first two types; 
if the field is of Fire then their flesh shall bum as they 

fields are only effective in enc 

in the casting of these Energy Fields are Sulphurous Ash 
for the burst of creation, Spider Silkfor the binding of 
forces to a single spot, and Black Pearlfor the launching 

the midst of the field! 





the case of the Fireball, Su^hurousAsh is 

fir flash are integral to the creation of flaming missiles. 

devastated 6y the flames of the magicalfires. 
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enchantamentjor Beneficial ends. We have discussed the 
Cure sped which renders venom as harmless as the purest 

note and the tools ofjustice are oft used for unjust 

physical injury that hath rent or seared theflesh, the 

essence of Ginseng with integrating strength of Spider Sid 
and apply it to the wound Speak the name of the 









'EaOJggj powerful and difficult than the Jinx spell, and 

of Bloch Pearl, deadly Nightshade, and the crimson 

attention the vulnerability of their Bachs and weave the 
magic. They shall turn and smite each other as if each 

shall carry your spell to their very midst, while the hallu- 

the presence of a glowing ' J". Be wanted however, that 
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— The Kill spell is the mostpowerfulof 

fast syllable of the chant fades, all of the target's vital 

" ' r Ithoughsome Beings of 





the Budding sorceror. It requires But apinch of 
Sulphurous Ash, which is applied to the end of a staff 

yellow light. The spet(caster must concentrate Briefly on 

underground passages where the thaumaturge treads, 

spells in place of ordinary torches: They are unaffected By 

















Gardeand invoke^ the sped of Protection. The wholesome 





telling on his or her companions. When cast during 
battle, the Quickness sped will heighten the natural 
dexterity ofone'sfellows to such a^degree that they will 

is age, for the recipients of the extra speed incurred by the 
use of Quickness will age briefly while under the sway cf 
the enchantment. . yet men JuCthat an occaasitmalgny 









of mental energy to cast, But it is not ofsuch import as to 
leave tie spellcaster 6reatfUess or exhausted. To send your 

foes to (andofshmher, mix a douBCe portion of 





.tit at the feet of your opponents whilst shouting 
as loudly as possible. The volatile Sulphurous Ash shall 
furnish the flash ofpower to the movement potential of 
the Blood Moss and the Mandrake Root will lend raw 

c force to the spell. The very earth, will tremble 
and quake beneath the feet of your enemies and they will 

the very ground itself. No sped in the lore of the mystic 
arts has as much power to strike fear into the hearts and 
minds of those that suffer its mighty impact. But use this 





u jH Indead — Ever since the coming of the evil 
_Aj wizard Mondain and his hellish offspring, the 

lands of Britannia have been plagued by the return of 

the ghoulish forms of flesh-eating 

by the Ught of righteousness and fight as wa, 
trance. Nonetheless, they are hard to Mane 

are personalanddependon the spedcaster. You 
tst use your knowledge of the properties of magical 
gents to determine which two will lend force to your 
chantment of Undead turning. When you have found 
e proper mixture, cast it at yourfoes while chanting the 
me of what the crer  . x““ 





and involves the use of hallucinatory Nightshade and 
powerful Mandrake Root. Mandrake lends power to the 
enchantment while Nightshade provides a mystic 
overview of all the land within the range of a simple 









n Xit (exit) sped can be 
benefkiaL This enchantment is but one of the middling 

the Blink spell. It too disassembles the party and 









Spider Sitkjbr its binding qualities — but requires Half the 

move downward. The origin of the name is uncertain, 
but it is believed that the letter "Z" is thefirst letter of the 


